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CINCINNATI CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER

Mission | Cincinnati Children’s will 

improve child health and transform 

delivery of care through fully integrated, 

globally recognized research, education 

and innovation.

For patients from our community, the 

nation and the world, the care we 

provide will achieve the best:

• Medical and quality-of-life outcomes

• Patient and family experience

• Value

today and in the future.

• Established 1883

• Full-service, nonprofit pediatric academic medical center.

• 1,200,000+ patient encounters annually

• 16,500 employees

• 670 registered beds, including 110 inpatient mental health 
beds and 30 residential mental health beds.

• Top 3 in nation in NIH grants/funding for pediatrics.



Location S Research Tower
Design-Assist project delivery
Completed:  2007
415,000 square-feet

Burnet Medical Office Building
Design-Assist project delivery
Completed:  2010
125,000 square-feet

RECENT PROJECTS
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center



Location T Research Tower
IPD project delivery Completed:  2015 445,000 square-feet

RECENT PROJECTS
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center



Keep pace with demand.

House the most critically ill children.

Connect seamlessly to current inpatient facilities.

Add 225 critical-care beds.

Expand emergency department.

Right-size clinical support functions.

Provide space for families, technology and 
equipment to support the complexity of highly 
acute patient care in the pediatric environment.

CRITICAL CARE 
BUILDING

Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center



Employs teamwork to resolve 
issues prior to construction

WHY DESIGN-ASSIST

Increasingly used for complex 
healthcare facility projects

Well suited for complex designs 
and complicated materials

Design concerns addressed 
early, reducing change orders

More accurate construction 
schedules and budgets



 Experienced project personnel

 Healthcare project experience

 Design-assist experience

 Innovative ideas and ability 
to add value

 Schedule management

 Cost management

 Diversity inclusion

 Safety record and initiatives

design-assist TEAM CRITERIA



 2013 – Cincinnati Children’s master plan identifies campus expansion, 
new multi-level tower with critical care capability and supporting infrastructure

 Fall 2016 – Construction Manager and Designers chosen:
◦ Owner’s Representative: Concord

◦ CM At-Risk: Messer Construction Company

◦ Architects: ZGF Architects & GBBN Architects

 June 2017 – Cincinnati Planning Commission approves project.

 June 2017 – Tier 1 Design-Assist Subcontractors chosen:
◦ Electrical:  Archiable-ERMCO 

◦ Mechanical:  Peck Hannaford + Briggs

◦ MEP Engineer: Fosdick & Hilmer

◦ Structural Engineer: THP

◦ Civil Engineer: The Kleinger’s Group

◦ Plumbing:  Nelson Stark

◦ Glass/Glazing & Metal Panel:  Pioneer Glazing

design-assist BUILDING THE TEAM



design-assist PROJECT APPROACH
 Messer’s approach to design-assist – setting up the project and team for success

◦ Maintain a consistent team from kick-off to closeout

◦ Actively engage team members experienced with CCHMC requirements and standards

◦ Same bonus structure for all MEP trade contractors

◦ Develop a firm budget early in the project process

◦ Co-locate virtual design & construction team

◦ Maximize off-site fabrication

◦ Front load decisions and activities so critical path items can be moved up on the schedule

◦ Intentional approach to inclusion 



COST ESTIMATES
Are more accurate with 

Tier 1 engagement.

OFF-SITE FABRICATION 
Provides a more predictable schedule 

and controlled workflow. 

SCHEDULE IMPROVEMENTS
Front loading decisions and activities 

moves critical path items up.

OPPORTUNITIES DURING DESIGN

VDC 
Enables improved collaboration and 

planning among all trades.

CONSTRUCTABILITY 
Better understanding of client standards 

and project expectations leads to 
improved constructability and installation.



Vendor partners helped procure materials 
cost-effectively and in a timely manner.

Previously established team relationships 
enabled a seamless work flow and helped 
other team members get up to speed quickly. 

Regular meetings with key architects 
and engineers: 
 improved overall communications 

 provided direct contact with decision makers

 allowed design issues to be addressed in a 
collaborative way

COST & SCHEDULE & TEAM during design



VDC engineers and coordinators worked 
together in one location

Early collision detection

Assisted engineer with patient room 
circuits to create a 
maintenance-friendly design

Routing for large pipe racks

Placed gear/panels in rooms to create 
code compliant clearance and 
cost-effective layout

Identified issues with riser walls not lining up

VIRTUAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION during design



Coordinated fabrication of 
multi-trade MEP racks

Coordinated patient room wall

Accelerated schedules due to 
ability to jump start fabrication on 
repetitive items, such as:
 rod and strut fabrication

 room-in-a-box plans

 common assemblies

FABRICATION during design



OPPORTUNITIES DURING CONSTRUCTION

LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
Flow scheduling and productivity analysis 

enables more efficient installation.

COST MANAGEMENT
Strategic procurement and JIT 
deliveries help manage costs.

OFF-SITE FABRICATION 
Improves safety and reduces labor 

needed on the job site. 

VDC 
Collaborate within one 

integrated model.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Quality focus throughout 

construction minimizes rework.



LABOR PRODUCTIVITY during construction

FLOW 
SCHEDULING

TASK COMPLETION 
ANALYSIS

PRODUCTIVITY 
LOG



Early coordination led to:
 concrete inserts

 sleeve placement

 prefabrication

 in wall coordination

 detailed installation drawings

 maintenance-friendly designs

Co-location coordination 
eliminated delays between 
trades and sped up process

VIRTUAL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION during construction



Multi-trade racks

Job-site ready material 
carts

Room-in-a-box

Accelerated schedule

Reduced on-site activity 
and congestion

FABRICATION during construction



Mock ups

Prefabrication management

Minimized punch list items

Design change reviews

PlanGrid utilization

Material management
 Check-in process, waste minimization

Greatest value

QUALITY MANAGEMENT during construction



Procurement strategies

Quantity takeoffs

Forecasting

Strategic vendor partnerships
 Enhanced buying power,

just-in-time delivery

COST MANAGEMENT during construction



 Off-site fabrication– more time to plan 
and put together

 Multi-trade racks – reduced on-site 
labor needed and installation time

 Incorporated an ability to counsel 
with local Authorities Having 
Jurisdiction (AHJ) to review 
pre-fabrication techniques

 Trimble and lay out – minimal misses 
and had drawings earlier

 Easier transition from project estimating 
and budgeting to on-site tracking 
because estimate was organized by 
area / flow areas.

design-assist OUTCOMES

PLANNING & DESIGN CONSTRUCTION



Opens for patients November 2021

632,500 square-feet

Expands capacity by 249 beds 

Rooms are 50% larger than in existing hospital,

Rooms include personal touches suggested by 
families, patients, staff and the community

Triples the emergency department to 90,000 SF

Expansion included renovation and upgrade of 
nearby neighborhood houses

CRITICAL CARE 
BUILDING

Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center



MICHAEL BROWNING
VP Planning, Design, Construction 
& Real Estate, CCHMC
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President, 
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